
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY 
CHATTANOOGA. TENNESSEE 37401 

-611 38A Lookout Place

Mr. Harold R. Denton, Director 
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Washington, D.C. 20555 

Dear Mr. Denton:

in the Matter of 
Tennessee VallIey

Ju1Y 2, 1986

Docket Nos.the 
Authority

Enclosed for your information is a brochure entitled Wlhat's Happening? 
Watts Bar Employee Concerns Special Program." This brochure which updates 

-- employees on the status of the program is being distributed to Watts Bar 
#Wloyees and was made available to all P/A employees. The Nuclear Di-spatch 
oF June 25-. 1986 notifying all Office of Nuclear Power employees of this 
brochure Is also enclosed.

Very truly yours.  
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When I established the new Employee Concern 
Program on February 1, 1 also established a separate 
program, called the Watts Bar Employee Concerns 

Spedal Pirogram. This special 
program is to resolve those concerns 

given by employees to Quality 
TecnolgyCo. (QTC) and to TVA 

prior to February 1.  
There were over 5,000 of them.  
To get the job done, I set up 

the Employee Concerns Task Group 
(LCTG). I decided at the outset 
the best way to investigate these 

Steven A. White I concerns was to group them into 
nine major categories. It just made sense when I looked 
at-the sheer -number of concerns and recognized that 
miny of them represented common probkems. Here is a 
rough breakdown of the numbers that we are dealing with:

Employees Interviewed .........  
Employees Expressing Concerns ...  
Total Concerns...............  
Safety-related.................  
Non~afety-related .............  

By Category:
Management and Personnel .....  
Construction ..................  
Material Control ..............  
-Engi0neering ..................  
Quality Assurance .............  
Operations...................  
Industrial Safety ..............  
Welding.....................  
Intimidation, Harassment, Wrongdo 

"lndudt's 35 concerns receivedl directly by TVA 
r4thlar than QTC.

.5..... ,880 

....... 5,300 

... .. . .1,900 

...... .3,400

~ing

.....Z000 

..... 100 

..... 700 

..... 400 
400 

.. 300 
... ... 600



Before we set up our comprehensive approach, many 
of the concerns were investigated and some resolved 
separately. But too often, this allowed us to see only bits 
and pieces of the problem. It was like trying to put 
together a jigsaw puzzle with the'pieces face down-even 
if you figured out where a piece fit, you could not see 
how it related to the whole picture.  

The ECTG approach is providing in-depth reviews of 
problem areas ... allowing us to identify patterns in 
employee concerns and determine their root or under
lidng causes. I am confident our work will produce 
effective resolutions of employee concerns. The answer as 
to when that will happen and more is contained in the 
answers that-follow in this brochure. I hope this will 
dlearly show we take your concerns seriously.  

Steven A. PWhte 
Manager of Nudlear Power



Q. How do you know what my concern was? 

A. QTC prepared abbreviated summaries of each 
concern but maintained the confidentiality of the persons.  
These summaries, which are called "K' forms, were given 
to TVA.  

Q. What happened to my QTC file? 

A. QTC has removed thie original files from TVA 
property for storag under its control, but the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC) made three copies first.  
One set of NRC files is being kept under lock and key by 
the NRC at Watts Bar. The other two sets are at NRC 
offices in Bethesda, Md.  

Q. What is the NRC doing with the file? 

A. It is reviewing them to ensure all safety issues 
are identified. Then, the NRC sends the information to 
WVA so we can do our job.  

Q* How Is my Iadeity being kWp ofdnil 

A. The K forms do not identif the individual, andm 
the NRC deletes your name from its file before turning it 
ovea to th TVA Inspector Geneal (IG). The IG double 
checs the file to ensure, that any information which 
would identify an employee is removed. Only then is the 
file turned over to us.



Q. Will the NRC turn over all the files to TVA? 

A. No. The NRC plans to independently evaluate 
those safety issues found in the QTC files which cannot 
be transmitted to TVA without breaching confidentiality.  
These will be evaluated by NRC and, in some cases, 
WVA employees may be contacted directly by the NRC 

for additional information. Contacted employees will be 
afforded the opportunity to remain as confidential 
surces or to rescind previous confidentiality ageeents, 

ithyso desire. If the NRC evaluation substantiates 
safety issues requiring resolution, WVA will be required 
to take appropriate action.  

Q. Should I restate my concerr to my Employee 
Concern Program Site Representative Just to make sure 
It is seen? 

A. That is not necessary. If you voiced a concern, 
it will be investigated.  

Q. When will my concern be resolved? 

A. Our goal is to resolve all categories of concerns, 
except welding, by the end of August. Welding may take 
longer ...possibly until the end of the year. It is a 
complex issue, and it is going to take a good deal of time 
to do the job completely and do it right.  

Q. How is the welding Imsu being MInvestiptedV 

A, TVA hired E G &Gto perform an indepentjt 
study ofthe welding program, including procedures and 
materials, as well as inspection of actual welds. It is a 
big undertaking, evidenced by the fact thatE G& Gwill 
inspec at least 22,000 welds, during the course of their 

suy.



Q. What kind of welding problemts have you 
found? Are they serious? 

A. Most of the problems found so far involve arc 
strikes, weld size and weld location. So far, we have not 
found a weld we could classify as totally unacceptable 
-but that opinon is based on preliminary engineering 
evaluations.  

Q. Suppose I had a concern about a partiular 
weld. Will that specific weld be inspected or will it be4 
lumped together with others in the same category? 

A. If you identified a problem with a particular 
weld, we will look at that weld, and for that matter, any 
other item specifically identified in an employee concern.  
We also will be looking at that whole category of welds.  

Q. Is welding the mnost ipoftant concrn caegry 
to resolve? 

A. Not necessarily. Like all safety-relatedisus 
welding concerns must be satisfactorily resolved before 
we seek an operating license. We all want to get on with 
the business of operating Watts Bar. But how we relate 
to one another on the job can affect everything else we 
do. That is why resolving "people-related- categories are 
high oriorities for us. For example, we have 30 people 
working on the management and personnel category, 
alone.



Q. What type of employees are in the ECTG? 

A. The ECTG is composed of TVA employees, 
including senior managers. In addition, we are using 
outside contractors who have special expertise in certain 
areas, such as engineering, quality assurance/quality 
control, welding, etc. In all, about 350 people are 
involved. The contractors include personnel from Bechtel, 
Stone and Webster, DuPont, Impell and E G & G.  

Q. Does the ECTG work only on Watts Bar concerns? 

A. No. Although its home office 6s at Watts Bar, 
the ECTO also works at other TVA nuclear plants and 
offices where concerns were identified prior to the new 
Employee Concern Program. In addition, there are some 
instances in which Watts Bar concerr, have a generic 
impact at other plants.  

Q. Who makes sure the ECTG is doing a good job? 

A. We have retained four nationally recognized 
safety and engineering eAperts to look over our 
shoulders. They make up a Senior Review Panel which 
monitors our activities. In addition, the NRC oversees 
our work and, of course, must ultimately be satisfied 
with the results.  

Q, How will I know when my concern has been 
resolved? 

A. We cannot notify you personally since we do 
not know your identity. So, we will publish reports 
which describe in detail the resolution of concern 
categories and make them available to all employees. By 
reading the report, you will see tht response to your 
concern.



coma=m is reolved? 

A, I certainly hope that is not the c',se, but if it is, 
I would definitely want to know about it. if you think 
you can help us reolve the issu, and you do not mind 
reealing your identity, please feel free to contact the 
ECTG &vdiely at Watts Bar, exct. 3787. But if you prefer 
to remain anonymous, you can contact the Watts Bar 
Employee Concern Program Site Rersnaieat ext.  
8643.  
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*Wbat's Nappening? Watts Bar Imployes, Concerns Special Progton," a brochure 
* ~Updating employees oa the states of the program Is being distribqted this woek 

to Vatts Bar employeest via interoff Ice and hown mail.  

The brochure includes A letter from Manager of Numclear Power Steven A. White 
ezplaining the purpose ot the program, the amber and types -of concerns being 
investigated and how investigations ure being conducted. .  

The brochure contains 16 questions and answers which address -wong other 
issues, bow confidentiality Is maintldned, whom concerns will be resolved, 
welding problem, who Is Investigating the concerns and bow employees will know when their concerns have been resolved. .*

The brochares are 
be made available 
Information staff

being wailed to Watts Ber employees today.  
to other employees upon request by calling 
in Chattanooga, est. 28".

Copis also will 
the Nuclear
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